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4 Actively Exploited 0-Day Flaws Found in
Microsoft Exchange

Microsoft has released emergency patches to address four previously undisclosed security
aws in Exchange Server that it says are being actively exploited by a new Chinese statesponsored threat actor with the goal of perpetrating data theft.
The tech giant primarily attributed the campaign with high con dence to a threat actor it calls
HAFNIUM, a state-sponsored hacker collective operating out of China, although it suspects
other groups may also be involved.
A successful exploitation of the aws allows the adversaries to break into Microsoft Exchange
Servers in target environments and subsequently allow the installation of unauthorized webbased backdoors to facilitate long-term access.

Read More on TheHackerNews

Even More on Microsoft security blog

A $50,000 Bug Could've Allowed Hackers
Access Any Microsoft Account

Microsoft has awarded an independent security researcher $50,000 as part of its bug bounty
program for reporting a aw that could have allowed a malicious actor to hijack users' accounts
without their knowledge.
Reported by Laxman Muthiyah, the vulnerability aims to brute-force the seven-digit security
code that's sent to a user's email address or mobile number to corroborate his (or her) identity
before resetting the password in order to recover access to the account.
The company addressed the issue in November 2020, before details of the aw came to light
on Tuesday.

Read More on TheHackerNews
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Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with a diverse team of
1,600 people serving over 26 million customers across Europe, Australia and the US. We offer
pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and Games through 11 brands across our
markets. We are committed to offer our customers the best deal and user experience possible,
while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment. Kindred is a pioneer in the online
gambling industry and is an innovation driven company that builds on trust.
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